Nurses!

You can help elect a President who cares about you and your patients.
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Donald Trump famously asked “what
have you got to lose?” Joe Biden and
a blue wave of Democrats have the
answer: a caring, better functioning
healthcare system.

YOU are needed now – as trusted
advocates for your patients - to speak
to colleagues and those with political
influence.

CONSIDER
TRUMP’S
RECORD...

Take action. Help organize fellow
health professionals win the
electoral votes in swing states --Pennsylvania, Arizona, Florida,
Georgia, Michigan, North Carolina,
and Wisconsin.

Volunteer just 1-2 hours in each of
the next 4 months with Ask Nurses &
Doctors and we will
collaborate with you to create an
effective action plan for change that
you’ll be comfortable with
and respects your time constraints.

³ Continues shifting responsibility for a delayed start and takes an unscientific
approach to controlling the COVID-19 pandemic – optional masks and social
distancing, slowed down testing, imaginary “cures” -- leading to 50,000 thousand extra deaths and still counting.
³ Attempts to repeal the Affordable Health Act, ending coverage for 23 million
people, while replacing it with years of talk about “something better.”
³ Puts politics before public health, justice, and health equity.

... &
COMPARE
IT TO
BIDEN’S
PLAN.

9 Strengthen the Affordable Health Care Act for all Americans - stop driving
people towards poverty, debt, and reliance on Medicaid.
9 Keep insurance for the under 26-year-olds — among them nurses’ children,
medical assistants, factory, restaurant and other service workers who’ve lost
their jobs or suffered pay cuts and are facing a prolonged, deep, recession.
9 Add a public option to compete with corporate health plans and lower patient
copays and deductibles
And so much more — see joebiden.com/healthcare for the entire plan.

Contact Ask Nurses & Doctors to lend your voice for change at www.asknursesanddoctors.com.

